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Analysis of Meetings  
 
Background 

• We conducted our study on a Commission in a town we call Burnett; the Commission was 
tasked with developing recommendations for ordinance regarding hydraulic fracturing 

• This Commission only existed for a few months, so its scope was fairly limited.  All of its 
decision-making activities occurred over 11 meetings in January-March 2012.  

• All 11 meetings were available as video recordings on the city website 
• The meetings ranged from 1.5-3 hours in length 
• Total corpus was over 30 hours in length (30 hours, 17 minutes) 

 
Evolution of Sampling Strategy for Transcription: From Sampling to Field Notes 

• We did not have enough Research Assistant hours to transcribe all 30 hours of meetings; 
plus we wanted to develop a strategy for sampling for a larger study 

• So we sought to develop a strategy for what parts of what meetings should be prioritized 
for transcription 

• We hoped there might be significant chunks of each meeting that were unimportant for our 
analysis 

• However, after watching the first few meetings and looking at minutes, we were unable to 
find such big chunks 

• Therefore, our strategy shifted from sampling to doing a more superficial and rapid pass 
over all the meeting data 

• Since we had meeting minutes, we asked the Research Assistant to reformat those minutes 
as “field notes/transcripts” in which each speaker turn was accurately identified, but the 
wording was borrowed from the minutes as much as possible; so the documents looked 
like transcripts but the wording of turns was not exact 

• The transcripts were formatted as tables with three columns: time code (listed about every 
5 minutes), speaker (pseudonym), and turn (a gloss of what they said) 

• This system worked very well as a foundation for subsequent CA/FA 
 
Initial Meeting Analysis:  Mapping the Terrain 

• Our first task in analyzing the meetings was to “map the terrain” of the process and content 
of Commission meetings as they evolved over time 

• We used a mix of top-down and bottom-up approaches 
o In terms of top-down, we investigated the overall gestalt of the Commission’s 

trajectory, and then the structure of the decision-making process  
o In terms of bottom-up, we did some initial observation of meeting videos to 

examine moment-to-moment interactions, drawing on Wasson’s knowledge of the 
extensive CA literature on group decision-making 

• Our first round of research activities also included: 
o Preliminary conversations with various people who had knowledge of the 

Commission, including city staff, university faculty, and community members 
o Reading blog and news articles 
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o Observing first few meetings to see how the Commission created its negotiation 
culture and norms of interaction 

o Voting analysis 
• What we learned from all these early activities was: 

o Overall structure of decision-making process, in particular the combination of 
consensus and voting 

o Participants’ and community members’ perceptions of decision-making process and 
how it evolved over time 

o Interesting contradiction between voting analysis and perceptions of people.  This 
raised question of what happened in later meetings, which directed us to watch 
later meetings as well 

o Key issues and topics to explore, such as: 
! Choosing words versus concepts 
! The evolution of recommendations 
! Role of expertise in framing 

 
Conversation Analysis + Frame Analysis (CA+FA) 

• This task was led by Wasson 
• Starting point was the “field notes”, i.e. semi-transcripts 
• The documents were formatted in landscape orientation 
• In addition to columns for time code, speaker, and turn, additional columns were added to 

the right for FA and CA 
• Wasson watched all 11 meeting videos while annotating the field notes for FA and CA 

patterns 
• In some cases, she also added more accurate transcriptions of speaker turns 
• The FA column included information about frames used by speakers, unifying frames, and 

forms of expertise claimed 
• The CA column included descriptions of interactional moves and types of sequences 

 
Conversation Analysis 

• CA drew on an extensive literature examining meetings, decision-making and assessments 
from a CA perspective.  At the same time, our analysis was innovative in shifting to a 
larger-scale analysis.  While many CA studies examine sequences of only a few turns in 
length, we analyzed all interactional sequences in 30 hours of Commission meetings.  Our 
concern was to map the arc of decision-making for each motion, from its initial articulation 
to the vote.   

• We were able to identify four characteristic types of sequences that made up these 
negotiations:  

o Information sequences 
o Disagreement sequences 
o “Robert’s Rules of Order” sequences 
o Metalevel discussions of how the meeting process should work 

• Common types of moves within these sequences included:  
o Proposal  
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o Positive assessment 
o Negative assessment 
o Request for information/clarification 
o Proffering  of information/clarification 

 
Frame Analysis 

• FA built on an extensive literature that has examined the role of framing in conflict and 
negotiation (so we were looking at issues framing rather than Goffmanian framing of the 
interactional context) 

• We were able to identify a number of common types of frames used by speakers in 
representing their ideas 

• We looked for efforts by meeting participants to create unifying frames that might bridge 
different positions; these efforts were rarely successful 

• We also discovered the importance of expertise in establishing a speaker’s authority on 
particular topics – either the speaker’s own expertise or her use of the work of other 
experts – and then developed a list of common sources of expertise 

• The frames and sources of expertise we identified were eventually used in a code list.  All 
meetings were coded in Atlas.ti to facilitate quantitative and further qualitative analysis; 
below are the frame and expertise codes. 
 
CODE FAMILY: FRAMES 
Frame: federal + state 
enough 

Federal and state regulations for gas drilling are adequate; 
no need for the city ordinance to go further 

Frame: increase regulation  There is room for new regulations, more regulations are 
appropriate and/or needed 

Frame: legal constraints The law prevents the city from enacting certain things 
Frame: legal liability The city would be vulnerable to lawsuits if it created this 

regulation 
Frame: ignore legal 
constraints 

Commission should not worry about legality of 
recommendations, the legal review will take care of that 

Frame: community Concerns of the community 
Frame: don’t borrow code Can’t always borrow pieces of code from other cities’ 

ordinances because different parts of ordinance refer to 
each other, so a small piece cannot be cut out in isolation; 
codes of different cities may be organized around 
different philosophies or organizing principles 

Frame: not enough expertise The Commission does not have enough information or 
expertise to develop recommendations 

Frame: can obtain 
information 

Lack of information should not hold the Commission 
back, they can obtain needed information 

Frame: would hobble 
operators 

The proposal would hobble operators 

Frame: only regulate results Just regulate results, don’t tell operators how to achieve 
those results.  

Frame: preserve flexibility  Regulations must have flexibility to adapt to different 
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contexts.  Each case is unique. Proposal is too narrow and 
doesn’t leave enough leeway for different contingencies 
and contextual factors. 

Frame: stay general Commission needs to stay at a general level, not get too 
detailed 

Frame: don’t regulate 
property owners 

The city should not encroach on rights of property 
owners 

Frame: can regulate property 
owners 

City and state have rights to regulate private property  

Frame: beyond 
Commission’s purview 

Issue is beyond the purview of the Commission 

Frame: unifying frame A speaker tries to develop consensus by offering an idea 
that they hope will accommodate all of the perspectives in 
play  

Frame: wording doesn’t 
matter 

Don’t worry about specific language of motion  

Frame: wording matters  Wording of motion matters 
Frame: science as justification Scientific knowledge as justification for a proposal  
Frame: deal with it Wells will get drilled whether we like it or not, so we 

might as well make the best of the situation 
Frame: benefits of drilling Gas brings benefits, to the city and/or the country, be it 

job creation, income for city, independence from Middle 
East, inexpensive and abundant energy, etc. 

Frame: burden on city The city would incur costs or a lot of work for city staff 
Frame: what problem The Commission is trying to solve a problem that doesn’t 

exist 
CODE FAMILY: EXPERTISE 
Expertise: gas industry Expertise in the oil and gas industry 
Expertise: voice of 
community 

Knowledge of opinions and experiences of city residents 

Expertise: science Speaker claims expertise in science 
Expertise: outside experts Drawing on expertise of specific people outside of the 

Commission 
Expertise: Burnett’s gas code Knowledge of Burnett codes specifically related to gas 

drilling 
Expertise: municipal code Knowledge of municipal codes in general, including the 

contents of the city’s code, the art of writing code that 
meets legal standards, the constraints of state and federal 
regulations 

Expertise: other towns’ 
codes 

Knowledge of other town’s codes related to gas wells and 
drilling 

Expertise: other towns’ 
experiences 

Knowledge of other towns’ experiences related to gas 
wells and drilling 

Expertise: state + federal 
regulations 

Knowledge of state and federal regulations related to gas 
wells and drilling 

Expertise: “typically” The word “typical” or “typically” used to index expertise 
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Expertise: lack of expertise Speaker downplays their knowledge about a topic 
Expertise: challenge Speaker challenges or questions expertise of another 

Commission member or belittles it 
Expertise: acknowledgement  Speaker acknowledges expertise of another Commission 

member 
Expertise: self-presentation  Speaker describes own expertise, for instance in Meeting 

1 or interview 
 
Other Linguistic Anthropological Analysis 

• As we were analyzing the meeting videos and transcripts, we also noted some other 
linguistic phenomena of interest 

• Perhaps the most important one was an ongoing debate about whether words matter or 
don’t matter 

• City staff emphasized that the recommendations of the Commission would be reworded 
later to accord with legal language, and that therefore the Commission members should 
not worry about precise wording of their ideas; they should focus on the “concepts” 

• Some Commission members felt that the wording of the Commission’s recommendations 
were nonetheless important 

• This debate came up again and again in meetings, articulated by different participants.  
Sometimes city staff seemed to be saying that words did matter, and sometimes 
Commission members seemed to say that words didn’t matter. 

• This phenomenon and a few others were also noted in the transcripts and coded in Atlas.ti. 
 
Semantic Network Analysis of Meetings 
Although CA+FA were our primary methods for the analysis of meetings, we were curious to 
apply Semantic Network Analysis as well.  This method was useful in identifying shifts over time in 
the topics of conversations. 
 
To examine longer-term changes over time, Semantic Network Analysis examined meetings over a 
longer time period than the 11 decision-making meetings of Commission, which all took place 
January-March 2012.  In addition to these meetings, the Semantic Network Analysis included: 

• Two earlier meetings where citizens were given the opportunity to voice their opinions, 
and not much else happened (August-December 2011) 

• A meeting where Focus Areas for the Commission’s deliberations were identified 
(December 2011) 

• Two later meetings where the Commission was asked to approve the draft ordinance that 
city staff had developed based on the Commission’s recommendations (October 2012) 
 

The Semantic Network Analysis used the official meeting minutes for these meetings. 
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To perform the Semantic Network Analysis of meetings, the meeting “transcripts” were aggregated 
into five time segments and saved as .txt files in UTF-8 format.   These are the same time segments 
that were used for the email and blog comparative analysis: 
 
Segment Number of Meetings 
1 2 
2 2 
3 4 
4 6 
5 3 
Total 17 
 
1. All segments were combined to obtain a single file for all 17 meetings to create the Proper 

Noun Extraction and the String Replace files.  These files identified all the stakeholders 
mentioned in the meetings. 

 
2. Ran LIWC on all five segments and the All file and created a positivity index.  Reviewed results 

and graphed them. 
 
3. The String Replace File was edited to clean the data and remove all the single words using the 

filter function in Excel.  Note:  For the 11 public-record meetings that were transcribed to 
conduct the CA/FA analysis, the proper names were given aliases.  To conduct the WORDij 
analysis, all these names had to be recoded to their original names in order to conduct a 
comparative stakeholder analysis across the blog, the news stories, email, the other six meeting 
minutes, and interviews (which also had to be recoded).  The String Replace File was used to 
do the recoding.  This recoding to real names was only for the internal research team analysis 
process.  Any public presentation or dissemination aliases will again be assigned to protect the 
anonymity and confidentiality of the study participants, places, and organizations. 

 
4. The Proper Noun Extraction and String Replace File generated 1437 proper nouns.  Filtering 

to remove single words reduced the list to 793, reducing the list by 45%. 
 
5. Ran WorkLink on the whole file to check to see if any unwanted special characters appeared in 

the file and added these to the Special Character file to remove them during analysis. One 
anomaly occurred with the word “true,” which was treated as a logical expression (TRUE), 
which needed to be recoded as “treu”.  There were no other anomalous characters. 

 
6. Reran WordLink on all five segments and the ALL file using the edited String Replace file 

(Meetings17StringReplaceFileEdited.txt). 
 
7. Ran a QAPnet matrix (5x5) to determine the correlation among the five segments. 
 
8. Used VISij to explore the semantic networks for each segment.  The VISij maps are best 

interpreted if the number of nodes is kept to a minimum at first, say at 5 nodes, and then 
additional nodes are introduced gradually.  Using this method makes it easier to follow the 
arrows and construct the central message.  Varying the number of minimum links can help as 
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well.  The default is three links.  Often there will be nodes with no links in the network map.  
Reducing the minimum link threshold to two can reveal the links and make the message more 
meaningful. 

 
9. Ran Z-Pair for four segment comparisons with the following naming convention: Z-Pair 

CommissionMtgs Seg1wSeg2.xlsx for these comparisons: 
Seg 1 w Seg 2 
Seg 2 w Seg 3 
Seg 3 w Seg 4 
Seg 4 w Seg 5 
 
In deciding which word pairs to include as most important, or in interpreting the words pairs, 
the Z scores are the first consideration.  However, it is helpful as well when there is ambiguity 
about the meaning of the word pairs to search for them in the text to understand how they are 
used in context. 

 
 


